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Chapter 1: Problem-Solving Scenarios and Solutions, Part 1 
Problem-Solving: Speed 

In the movie Speed, Keanu Reeves’ character is carrying a gun and wants to stop a bus before it 
attains the speed of 50 mph because he knows that it is carrying a bomb that will arm when the 
bus reaches 50 mph and will then detonate if the bus goes slower than 50 mph. What can Keanu 
Reeves’ character do to stop the bus from speeding up and reaching 50 mph?  

Problem-Solving: Speed 

Solution(s) 

Keanu Reeves’ character is armed with a gun, so why doesn’t he just shoot the tires of the bus 
before it reaches 50 mph?  

••• 
Problem-Solving: The Terminator 

In the movie The Terminator, the cyborg rampages through a police station. He carries a huge 
weapon and blasts away police officers. Of course, the cyborg is virtually indestructible. How 
can the police officers at least slow down the cyborg’s mass killing of police officers? 

Problem-Solving: The Terminator 

Solution(s) 

The Terminator is using a huge weapon to shoot the police officers. Once the police officers 
figure out that the Terminator is impervious to their bullets, why don’t they shoot the 
Terminator’s weapon instead of shooting the Terminator. If they destroy the Terminator’s 
weapon, the Terminator will have to run the police officers down to kill them. This will at least 
slow down the Terminator’s death-dealing. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Salary 

Early in his career, Hollywood director Frank Capra wanted to work for Mack Sennett, but he 
was unwilling to accept the $35-a-week salary that Mr. Sennett offered to everybody who was 
just beginning to work for him. (Actually, this was a good salary at the time.) How can Mr. 
Capra make more money yet accept a $35-a-week starting salary? 

Problem-Solving: Salary 

Solution(s) 

Mr. Capra agreed to work for Mr. Sennett for $35 a week after Mr. Sennett agreed to give him a 
$10-a-week raise on his second day of work. 

••• 



 

Problem-Solving: Depth of a River 

On the banks of the Chickahominy River, George Armstrong Custer once listened for a while to 
his superior officers argue about the depth of the river, then he solved the problem of 
determining how deep the river was. How did he do it? 

Problem-Solving: Depth of a River 

Solution(s) 

George Armstrong Custer rode his horse into the river and determined exactly how deep the river 
was.  

••• 

Problem-Solving: Hockey 

When Cammi Granato, a gold-medal winner as a member of the United States women’s hockey 
team at the 1998 Nagano Olympic Games, was growing up, she was the only girl player on a 
boys’ team. During one game, her coach learned that the opposing players had been ordered to 
“get number twenty-one”—Cammi’s number. What can the coach do to protect Cammi? 

Problem-Solving: Hockey 

Solution(s) 

The coach solved the problem by having Cammi switch jerseys with a six-foot-tall teammate. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Airplanes and Birds 

The Southwest Florida International Airport had a problem with an overabundance of birds 
camping out on the runways. Occasionally, collisions occurred between the birds and the aircraft, 
and not unsurprisingly, the birds suffered the greatest amount of damage. This is not to say that 
the aircraft did not sustain expensive damage in the collisions. Very definitely, the aircraft did. 
Fortunately, the airport officials found a way to reduce the number of collisions and to avoid 
killing birds and having aircraft damaged. What did they do? 

Problem-Solving: Airplanes and Birds 

Solution(s) 

The airport officials simply hired the services of a dog. Before an aircraft lands, they let lose the 
dog and he very happily clears the landing area. The first dog whose services they hired was 
named Jet, a name he acquired before being trained to do this particular job. After Jet was 
retired, they hired the services of a new dog, whose name is Radar. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Cleaning 

Working-class people are often good problem-solvers. While investigating the Berlin punk music 
scene for High Times magazine, journalist Victor Bockris slept late following a night of partying. 



 

The hotel maids wanted to clean his room, but they couldn’t while he was sleeping. How can the 
hotel maids get Victor Bockris awake and out of his room so that they can clean it? 

Problem-Solving: Cleaning 

Solution(s) 

To wake him up, outside his room the maids turned on six vacuum cleaners. This solved their 
problem very quickly. 

••• 

Problem-Solving:  Singing Lessons 

A mother once asked Manuel Garcia, a noted voice teacher, to take her daughter as a pupil. 
However, Mr. Garcia knew that the daughter was not suited to be one of his pupils. What can 
Mr. Garcia do to convince the mother and the daughter that the daughter ought not to become of 
his students?  

Problem-Solving: Singing Lessons 

Solution(s) 

Because Mr. Garcia knew that the daughter was not suited to be one of his pupils, he asked the 
mother and daughter to attend one of his lessons. At the lesson, he made a voice student practice 
difficult passages over and over, and the mother and daughter soon looked at each other, 
horrified, then left. As they left, the daughter told the voice student, “That would kill me.” Mr. 
Garcia complimented the voice student who had been practicing the difficult passages, then 
continued with his normal lesson. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Dirty Dishes 

Singer Céline Dion grew up in a large family—she has 13 brothers and sisters. With so many 
people in the family, the kids had to do chores. For example, everyone in the family washed his 
or own dinner plates. How can members of the Dion family reduce the number of dishes they 
had to do? 

Problem-Solving: Dirty Dishes 

Solution(s) 

Sometimes they would eat dinner, and then turn the dinner plates upside down so that they could 
use them as dessert plates, too. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: School Dress Code 

A number of schools in England had problems with girls wearing skirts that were much too short 
and violated the schools’ dress codes. Teachers were spending too much time enforcing the dress 
code, and they wanted to spend more time teaching. How can teachers solve the problem of girls 
wearing too-short skirts to school? 



 

Problem-Solving: School Dress Code 

Solution(s) 

Some schools banned skirts. Publicly funded Nailsea School in England is one school that 
banned skirts. Headmaster David New says about the dress-code violations that resulted in the 
ban, “We didn’t want to waste any more time on it. [The ban] just means that teachers can 
concentrate on what's important in education.”  

••• 

Problem-Solving: Professional Clothing 

Early in her career, photography Margaret Bourke-White had little professional clothing. Her 
professional clothing consisted of one grey suit, with red accessories and blue accessories. What 
is a way for Margaret Bourke-White to maker her clients think that she has more professional 
clothing than she really has? 

Problem-Solving: Professional Clothing 

Solution(s) 

Margaret Bourke-White kept a list of her clients and what she was wearing when she met with 
them. If she had worn the red accessories at the last meeting she had with that customer, she 
made sure to wear the blue accessories at the next meeting she had with that customer. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Deaf Married Couple 

A deaf married couple arrived at a motel late at night. The wife turned in for the night, but the 
husband drove to a store for some supplies. Returning to the motel, the husband couldn’t 
remember which room he and his wife were staying at, and unfortunately, the motel office was 
closed. How can the husband find in which room his wife is? 

Problem-Solving: Deaf Married Couple 

Solution(s) 

The husband leaned on his car horn, awakening almost all of the people staying at the motel. 
Soon, lights were on in every room—except the room where his deaf wife was sleeping soundly. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Patient with Dementia 

People who work with patients who have dementia need to be problem-solvers. One patient who 
suffered from dementia often asked the workers at the nursing home where he lived, “What time 
does the train leave for Boise? I need to go home to Boise.” Reasoning with the man, whose 
name was Jim, did not work—it just made him angry enough to throw things. Can you think of 
something to say to Jim that would keep him quiet? 



 

Problem-Solving: Patient with Dementia 

Solution(s) 

One housekeeper told the man, “Jim, there is no train coming today, but you can stay at our 
hotel.” This answer kept the man calm, although he continued to ask occasionally about the train. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Impressing the Principal 

The principal was going to attend a class taught by a young teacher, who wanted to make a good 
impression on him, In fact, she did. When the principal attended her class, every time the teacher 
asked the students a question, every student raised an arm up in the air. In addition, every student 
the teacher called on to answer the question had the correct answer. The principal was impressed, 
but actually not every student knew the answer to every question. The teacher had used a trick. 
How did the teacher know which students to call on to answer the question correctly? 

Problem-Solving: Impressing the Principal 

Solution(s) 

Prior to the principal’s visit to her classroom, the teacher had told all her students to raise their 
arm every time she asked a question. If the student knew the correct answer, the student would 
raise his or her right arm. If the student did not know the correct answer, the student would raise 
his or her left arm. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Waking Up 

Two friends went traveling in a metal trailer to spend a weekend fishing. They drove to the lake, 
camped out, then realized that they had forgotten to bring an alarm clock so that they could get 
up at dawn to start their fishing early. How can they wake early the next morning?  

Problem-Solving: Waking Up 

Solution(s) 

They tossed a couple of pieces of bread on the roof of the metal trailer, and at dawn they were 
awakened by the beaks of birds tapping on the roof of the trailer while they pecked at the bread. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Open Fly 

Jacques Offenbach, a composer noted for his overtures, sometimes forgot to button the fly of his 
pants. This happened often in public places. Can you think of a way for his wife to secretly let 
him know that he has yet again forgotten to button his fly?   



 

Problem-Solving: Open Fly 

Solution(s) 

His wife devised a code to let him know secretly that he had yet again forgotten to button his fly. 
Whenever she began to talk about “Monsieur Durand,” Mr. Offenbach would excuse himself, 
leave the room and button his fly. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Teddy Bears 

At a hospital in England, nurses lent small children teddy bears for as long as they were in the 
hospital. However, the teddy bears tended to leave the hospital along with the children, although 
the teddy bears were supposed to stay behind so they could cheer up other ill children. How can 
the nurses keep the children from taking the teddy bears without hurting their feelings?  

Problem-Solving: Teddy Bears 

Solution(s) 

The nurses put a bandage on each teddy bear and convinced the children that the teddy bears had 
to stay in the hospital so they could get well. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Gifts 

Comedian Fanny Brice (Barbra Streisand played her in the movie Funny Girl) had a favorite 
friend from her Ziegfeld Follies days: a woman nicknamed Penny. Fanny continued in show 
business and made big bucks, but Penny got out of show business. Fanny enjoyed buying Penny 
gifts of expensive designer clothing, but she worried that Penny would feel bad about accepting 
the gifts of clothing when she saw the labels and realized how expensive the designer clothing 
was. What can Fanny do to make Penny think that the gifts of clothing are not expensive? 

Problem-Solving: Gifts 

Solution(s) 

Fanny Brice would tear out the labels that identified the clothing as expensive designer clothing. 
She would then sew in their place labels that indicated that the clothing was not expensive. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Heavy Book 

As a child, Nicole developed juvenile rheumatoid arthritis, which reduced her ability to carry 
around heavy books. One of her classes used a very heavy book, but she was unable to carry the 
book back and forth between home and school. How can she solve this problem?  



 

Problem-Solving: Heavy Book (Nicole) 

Solution(s) 

Nicole’s teacher gave her two copies of the book. Nicole used one book at school, and she used 
the other book at home. 

Note: Another way to solve this problem would be to give Nicole a Xerox copy of the book. This 
would make it easier for her to read the material because she would be holding only a few pages 
in her hands rather than the entire book. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Heavy Book (Maria Montessori) 

Medical school textbooks are quite heavy, and Maria Montessori—one of the few women in 
Italy to attend medical school in the late 19th century—had a difficult time holding them up to 
read them. How can she solve this problem?  

Problem-Solving: Heavy Book (Maria Montessori) 

Solution(s) 

Maria Montessori simply had a bookbinder tear the heavy book into smaller, more manageable 
sections. The bookbinder then rebound the section as small books that were easy for her to hold 
up and read. 

Another way of solving the problem in our modern age is simply to make Xerox copies of the 
book.  

A 3rd way of solving the problem is to buy a stand on which to place the book as she reads it. 
Such stands hold the heavy book at an angle for easy reading. Libraries often have such stands 
for very large books such as unabridged dictionaries. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Lipstick on a School Mirror 

Girls at a middle school started to wear lipstick. Unfortunately, this caused a problem. They 
would put the lipstick on in the girls’ restroom and then kiss the mirror, leaving behind lipstick 
on the mirror. The principal wanted to get the girls to stop doing that. What can she do to keep 
the girls from kissing the mirror? 

Problem-Solving: Lipstick on a School Mirror 

Solution(s) 

The principal called all the girls into the bathroom and explained, “The lipstick on the mirror is 
very difficult for the janitor to get off.” The principal then asked the janitor, “Will you please 
show the girls how difficult it is for you to get the lipstick off the mirror?” The janitor dipped a 
toilet brush into the water in a toilet and then used the brush to scrub the mirror. The girls 
stopped kissing the mirror.  

••• 



 

Problem-Solving: A Jewish School 

To understand this problem, you must be aware that orthodox Jews believe that male Jews 
should keep their head covered. Orthodox Rabbi Joseph Kahaneman raised much money for 
Jewish schools. Once he went to a rich but fiercely anti-orthodox man to ask for money. The 
man looked at the rabbi, then said, “I’ll give you money for your school provided that the 
students are forbidden to wear any kind of head covering at any time.” How can Rabbi 
Kahaneman accept the rich man’s money, build the school, and yet follow the orthodox Jews’ 
tradition that male Jews keep their head covered? 

••• 

Problem-Solving: A Jewish School 

Solution(s) 

Soon after Rabbi Kahaneman accepted the rich man’s money, a new Jewish Orthodox school 
opened: The B’nai B’rak School for Girls. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Sukkos 

During the Jewish holiday of Sukkos, Jews eat in a Sukkah—an outdoor shelter—to remind them 
of the shelters that their ancestors lived in after fleeing from captivity in Egypt. The shelters are 
set up only temporarily, then taken down after a few days. Once a government official passing 
through a town saw the shelters the Jews had set up to celebrate Sukkos and ordered the mayor 
of the town to have the shelters torn down as they had been built without government 
permission. However, the mayor was a friend of the Jews, and he wanted the Jews to be able to 
celebrate Sukkos. What can the mayor do to please both the government official and the Jews? 

Problem-Solving: Sukkos 

Solution(s) 

The mayor issued a proclamation that ordered the Jews to tear down the shelters within 10 
days—plenty of time to celebrate Sukkos. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Credit-Card Applications 

Many adults get many, many credit-card applications in the mail. Often, the credit-card 
applications are pre-approved, and the envelope clearly announces this, making it easy for crooks 
to steal our identity. How can the flood of credit-card applications that many adults get in the 
mail be slowed down? 

Problem-Solving: Credit-Card Applications 

Solution(s) 

Because of the recent economic problems of the United States, this is not as much of a problem 
now; still, it is probably a problem for many adults. 



 

• Use the credit card at only a few stores or Web sites. The more stores or Web sites you use the 
credit card at, the more credit-card applications you will receive in the mail because many stores 
and Web sites will sell your information to the credit-card companies. 

• I created a form letter asking not to be sent any credit-card applications. I also pointed out that 
by sending me pre-approved credit-card applications, the credit-card company was making it 
easy for crooks to steal my identity. Each time I received a credit-card application in the mail, I 
put the form letter in the postage-paid envelope provided and mailed it. I receive few credit-card 
applications in the mail. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Spam 

You need information from a World Wide Web site that requires you to register. You know that 
the Web site wants you to register so it can send spam to your e-mail account. How can you get 
the information you need without being spammed? 

Problem-Solving: Spam 

Solution(s) 

You can set up another e-mail address at one of the many Web sites that offer free e-mail 
addresses and use that e-mail address to register at Web sites that wish to spam you. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Attendance at Meetings 

People are not attending important meetings of an organization. What can the organization do to 
encourage members to attend the meetings? 

Problem-Solving: Attendance at Meetings 

Solution(s) 

• One idea is to make the meetings worth attending. Invite speakers who will discuss topics of 
importance to the members. 

• Following the meeting, have a social hour with free food. 

• Have a list of all members’ e-mail addresses. On the day of (and the day before) the meeting, 
remind members of the place and time and purpose of the meeting. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Traumatized Girl and Vegetarianism 

A little girl was traumatized when she saw a cow being butchered, and she stopped eating meat. 
Her parents wanted her to eat animal protein, so they had to figure out a way to convince her to 
start eating meat again. How can they convince her to eat meat? 



 

Problem-Solving: Traumatized Girl and Vegetarianism 

Solution(s) 

This happened to a student of mine. Her parents solved the problem by telling her that meat 
grows on trees. (This worked for a while, but today my student is a vegetarian.) 

Other possible solutions: 

• Let her be a vegetarian. She can get protein from sources other than animals. 

• Hide the meat in sauces, such as spaghetti sauce. That way, she won’t know that she is eating 
meat. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Milk 

Comedian Joe E. Brown’s household was filled with milk drinkers—they drank 17 quarts a day. 
Because so many milk drinkers were in the family, there often wasn’t any left for Mr. Brown to 
have a glass late at night after returning home from work. How can one bottle of milk be saved 
for Mr. Brown each day? 

Problem-Solving: Milk 

Solution(s) 

His wife solved the problem by putting the sign “POISON—DON’T DRINK” on one bottle each 
day. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Academic Probation 

You belong to an organization with many good students and a few bad students. Unfortunately, 
the bad grades of the bad students are causing the entire organization to be put on academic 
probation. What can you do legally and ethically to improve the bad grades of the bad students? 

Problem-Solving: Academic Probation 

Solution(s) 

• Designate a student or students who can write and proofread well to review the papers of the 
bad students before the bad students hand them in to be graded. 

• The bad students may not know how to study. Download from the WWW handouts about how 
to study. You may also download handouts about how to take tests. 

• The bad students may be making the same mistakes over and over on papers. Download from 
the WWW handouts about how to write good papers and about how to avoid making common 
errors. 

• Create a list of good students in the organization who are willing to tutor bad students. A 
chemistry major can tutor bad students who are taking chemistry. 



 

• You may have study tables each night, but if you do, make sure that the bad students study 
instead of talking about girls, cars, and sports. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Hunting 

Occasionally, farmers run into a problem during deer-hunting season: Hunters mistake the 
farmers’ cows for deer, and they shoot them. How can farmers solve this problem? 

Problem-Solving: Hunting 

Solution(s) 

• One farmer tied blankets around the bodies of his cattle. On the blanket was written the word 
“COW.” However, this led to a new problem: Hunters stole the blankets to take home and show 
their friends. 

• One farmer spray-painted the word “COW” on the sides of his cattle. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Wedding 

Mauro Pirello of Vicenza, Italy, had a problem. He was supposed to get married, and he didn’t 
want to get married. How can he solve that problem?  

Problem-Solving: Wedding 

Solution(s) 

He drove to a stranger’s home, climbed in through a window, made a lot of noise so the 
homeowner could hear him, then left, leaving an easy-to-follow trail behind him. The police 
arrested him on his way to the altar, and he didn’t have to get married. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Garbage 

Quaker humorist Tom Mullen has an older brother named Frank, who lives in New York City. 
During strikes by the people who collect the garbage, Frank needed a way to get rid of his 
garbage. How can Frank get rid of his garbage? 

Problem-Solving: Garbage 

Solution(s) 

He giftwrapped it, then left it out in plain view. Someone always came along and stole it. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Golf 

You hit your golf ball into a paper bag that has blown onto a golf course. After asking for a 
ruling, you are told that your options are to play the ball or to take a one-stroke penalty for an 



 

unplayable lie. How can you get rid of the paper bag without touching it so you can play the 
ball? 

Problem-Solving: Golf 

Solution(s) 

This problem happened to gold pro Walter Hagen during a tournament. Mr. Hagen solved the 
problem by lighting a cigarette, taking a few puffs, and then dropping it onto the paper bag. It 
burned away, leaving the golf ball and a few ashes behind. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Caviar 

In the old USSR, Soviet coaches had a problem. They wanted their athletes to eat caviar because 
of its protein content; however, many athletes preferred to use the cans of caviar to barter for 
Western goods such as blue jeans. How can the Soviet coaches solve this problem? 

Problem-Solving: Caviar 

Solution(s) 

The Soviet coaches opened the cans of caviar before giving them to the athletes to eat. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Censorship 

At the beginning of the 20th century, political cartoonists made fun of a governor of Pennsylvania 
by drawing his likeness in the form of a fat parrot, so the governor helped pass a law that made it 
illegal for artists to depict human beings as birds or animals. What can the cartoonists do to 
continue to make fun of the governor? 

Problem-Solving: Censorship 

Solution(s) 

They created cartoons that portrayed the governor as a fat vegetable. 

••• 



 

Chapter 2: Problem-Solving Scenarios and Solutions, Part 2 
Problem-Solving: Apartment 

You live in a large apartment building, and you have a problem with drunks banging on your 
door at night because they think that your door is their door and they are trying to wake up their 
roommates to let them in. What can you do to solve the problem? 

Problem-Solving: Apartment 

Solution(s) 

Make your door look different from their door by decorating it. For example, you can get some 
masking tape or duck tape and create a design on your door. 

Also, make sure that your door has a strong lock. It is worthwhile spending your own money to 
buy a chain lock so that you are safer. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Speeding Tickets 

Speeding constantly occurs on a certain road, and even the police want to reduce the number of 
speeding tickets they give out on this road. What can be done to reduce the number of speeding 
tickets given out on this road? 

Problem-Solving: Speeding Tickets 

Solution(s) 

The town officials raised the speeding limit. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Speeding Cars 

A crossing guard at an elementary school worried that cars were speeding when children were 
arriving at and leaving school. She asked the police for the loan of a radar car, but the police 
would not lend her one. What can the crossing guard do to convince speeders that she has a radar 
gun so that they will slow down? 

Problem-Solving: Speeding Cars 

Solution(s) 

The crossing guard got a small portable hair dryer out of her closet and carried it to school. 
Whenever a car seemed to be going too fast, she pretended that it was a radar gun and pointed it 
at the car and pretended to check the car’s speed. The driver of the speeding car would slow 
down. 

••• 



 

Problem-Solving: Landlord Problems 

John Waters, the controversial filmmaker, knew how to get repairs done quickly when he rented 
near-slum housing. For example, when the heat went out, and he and his friends were cold, he 
knew how to get his landlord to fix the heater—quickly. How do you suppose he did it? 

Problem-Solving: Landlord Problems 

Solution(s) 

John Waters would call his landlord, tell him about the heat being out, and say that he and his 
friends knew where the landlord lived, and if the heat was not fixed quickly, he and his friends 
were coming over to stay with the landlord. 

Because John Water’s friends—and John Waters himself—were scary or eccentric looking, the 
landlord would quickly fix the problem with the heat. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Foreign Food 

Ballerina Nora Kaye ran into a problem while performing in a foreign country. She simply did 
not like a lot of the food served in the country. One day, she and a friend were invited to eat 
dinner by a citizen of the foreign country. How can Nora Kaye attend the dinner, yet decline to 
eat some of the food while still practicing good etiquette? 

Problem-Solving: Foreign Food 

Solution(s) 

Nora Kaye made a plan ahead of time with her friend. She told their host that as a ballerina, she 
had to stay on a strict diet and her friend knew what she was and was not allowed to eat. 
Whenever she did not want to eat something, she would ask her friend, “Can I eat that?” Her 
friend would reply, “Absolutely not! It is not allowed on your diet!” 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Tar Topping 

Fern Helsher was an attractive woman who worked as a press agent for Ted Shawn at his dance 
retreat, a former farm called Jacob’s Pillow. One day, a road crew was putting tar topping on the 
road by Jacob’s Pillow, but they were stopping about 100 feet from the driveway leading to 
Jacob’s Pillow. Mr. Shawn mentioned to Ms. Helsher that he had asked the town officials to 
extend the tar topping about 100 feet, but they were unwilling to do so. Ms. Helsher said, “Let 
me handle this.” How could she have solved this problem? 

Problem-Solving: Tar Topping 

Solution(s) 

Ms. Helsher dressed provocatively, and she carried a pitcher of martinis down to where the crew 
was working on the road. She told the crew, “If extend the tar topping to here, you can have 
everything you see.” The crew raced to finish the road, and just before they finished, Ms. Helsher 
put down the pitcher of martinis and ran to safety. 



 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Snotty Society Lady 

Hugh Troy was once summoned along with some other artists to the estate of a wealthy society 
lady who was holding an auction—attendance by invitation only (in other words, only rich 
people are welcome)—to raise money for a charity to benefit something or other. When the 
artists arrived, she told them, “I am giving you just two minutes of my time. You are each to 
paint a picture for the auction.” When Mr. Troy asked if the artists were allowed to attend the 
auction after their work was done, the society lady said, “No.” Then the society lady ordered a 
servant to take the artists to a place with art materials they could use to paint pictures for the 
charity auction. However, the society lady had annoyed Mr. Troy, so he wanted to annoy her. 
How can Mr. Troy annoy the society lady? 

Problem-Solving: Snotty Society Lady 

Solution(s) 

Mr. Troy used the art materials to paint such signs as “Free Carnival! Bring the kiddies!” He 
posted the signs at the entrance to the location of the charity auction and then left. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Unpaid-for Portrait 

William Hogarth, a painter who was a satirist, once spent much time painting a portrait of a 
nobleman who refused to accept and pay for the portrait after its completion. How can Mr. 
Hogarth persuade the nobleman to accept and pay for the portrait? 

Problem-Solving: Unpaid-for Painting 

Solution(s) 

Mr. Hogarth wrote the nobleman and told him that unless the nobleman accepted and paid for the 
portrait, he was going to add horns and a tail to the portrait and hang it in a place where many 
people could see it. The nobleman accepted and paid for the portrait. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Opera Glass 

Roger Prout used to help produce operas for the Welsh National Opera Company. One problem 
that concerned him was the excessive breakage of glass props such as champagne glasses as the 
company moved from town to town during a tour. Writing “Fragile—Handle with Care” on the 
box didn’t work. How can he solve the problem? 

Problem-Solving: Opera Glass 

Solution(s) 

He looked up the chemical formula for glass, then wrote 

Na2 SiO3/Ca Si O3 — Handle with Extreme Care — Do Not Smoke 



 

on the box. 

Another solution would be to use plastic props instead of glass props. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Opera Stage Fright 

In September of 1969, tenor John Brecknock was given the role of Paris in Jacques Offenbach’s 
La Belle Hélène at the London Coliseum. This was an important role for him at the time, and it 
was in an important venue. Of course, he got stage fright, and just before he was supposed to go 
on stage, he turned to baritone Derek Hammond-Stroud and said, “I can’t go on. I don’t want to 
make a fool of myself.” What is a quick way to get tenor John Brecknock on stage? 

Problem-Solving: Opera Stage Fright 

Solution(s) 

Mr. Hammond-Stroud gave him a mighty shove, and he flew onto the stage. Of course, once he 
was on stage, Mr. Brecknock was forced to sing. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Opera Costume 

When soprano Beverly Sells was set to debut at La Scala, she had a problem with a wardrobe 
mistress. Ms. Sells had asked for a silver costume, but the costumer brought her a gold lamé 
costume at each rehearsal. At each rehearsal, the wardrobe mistress promised to have the silver 
costume ready at the next rehearsal, but she always brought the gold costume instead. How can 
Ms. Sells solve this problem? 

Problem-Solving: Opera Costume 

Solution(s) 

At a rehearsal, Ms. Sells brought a pair of scissors, and she cut the offending costume into 
pieces. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Sleepwalking in an Opera 

In the opera The Somnambulist, a female character (acted and sung by Maria Callas) must walk 
with her eyes tightly closed to a bed on stage. (If she squints through her eyelids, some members 
of the audience notice.) What can be done to ensure that the singer night after night unfailingly 
goes directly to the bed, yet keeps her eyes closed? 

Problem-Solving: Sleepwalking in an Opera 

Solution(s) 

Opera singer Maria Callas doused a handkerchief with a strong perfume and placed it on the bed. 
She then used her sense of smell to walk directly to the bed each performance. 

••• 



 

Problem-Solving: Opera Singing 

While singing the title role of L’Amico Fritz by Pietro Mascagni in Savona, a small town in Italy, 
Irish tenor John McCormack realized that he was going to fluff (mess up) the high B flat in “O 
amore, o bella luce del core.” What can he do to solve the problem of fluffing a high B flat in 
front of an audience? 

Problem-Solving: Opera Singing 

Solution(s) 

Basically, he faked out the audience. He did not sing the note, but instead he spread his arms 
wide and acted as if he was singing the note. It worked. The audience applauded him. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Long Song 

At one time, songs were expected to be short and radio DJs would not play long songs. The 
Righteous Brothers’ great song “You’ve Lost That Loving Feeling” was 3 minutes and 45 
seconds long, and Phil Spector was afraid that DJs would not play the song if they knew how 
long it was. How can Phil Spector get the DJs to play the song? 

Problem-Solving: Long Song 

Solution(s) 

Phil Spector insisted that the label on the single inaccurately say that the single was 3 minutes 
and 5 seconds long because he was afraid that DJs would not play the single if they knew how 
long it actually was. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: TV (The Mary Tyler Moore Show) 

The opening credits and the exterior shots of early episodes of The Mary Tyler Moore Show 
feature a beautiful Victorian house where the characters Mary Richards, Rhoda Morgenstern, and 
Phyllis Lindstrom are supposed to live. The house really belonged to a humanities professor at 
the University of Minnesota. Unfortunately, after the series became popular, tourists began to 
ring her doorbell, and then ask to meet Mary. The show used the shots over and over, and the 
producers decided that the show needed some new shots of the house. When the MTM 
production crew arrived to take exterior shots of the house, the professor declined to give them 
permission, but they started to take the shots anyway. How can the professor stop them from 
taking the exterior shots? 

Problem-Solving: TV (The Mary Tyler Moore Show) 

Solution(s) 

The problem occurred when Richard Nixon and Watergate were in the news, and many people 
believed that Richard Nixon ought to be impeached. The professor stopped the production crew 
from taking shots of the house by hanging a huge banner out of what was supposed to Mary 
Richards’ window. The banner said this: 



 

IMPEACH NIXON 

Because the producers did not want the show to be political, the production crew was unable to 
take any usable shots of the house. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Forklift 

Your company owns a forklift that is difficult to see in the company’s dark warehouse. What can 
you do to make the forklift more noticeable to the company employees in the dark warehouse? 

Problem-Solving: Forklift 

Solution(s) 

• Put a beeper on the forklift. 

• Put lights on the forklift. 

• Paint the forklift a light color. 

• Put reflective tape and/or reflectors on the forklift. 

• Add more lights to the warehouse. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Job Applicants 

You receive an excellent and well-written job-application letter from a student, whom you hire 
for an internship, but you then discover that the student cannot write well. Apparently, the 
student had lots of help writing the job-application letter (and resume). What can you do to 
ensure that the next student whom you hire for an internship can write well? 

Problem-Solving: Job Applicants 

Solution(s) 

Sit the student in front of a computer and have the student write a memo or a business letter. This 
will let you know whether the student can write well. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Escort Service 

A grandmother was frequently awakened late at night and early in the morning by drunken men 
asking for an escort. She investigated and discovered that an escort service had opened up in 
town, and its telephone number was very similar to her telephone number. The drunken men 
were misdialing the escort-service number and calling her instead. She called the escort service 
and asked it to change its number, but the escort service declined to do that. What can the 
grandmother do to solve the problem of drunken men calling her late at night and early in the 
morning? 



 

Problem-Solving: Escort Service 

Solution(s) 

Every time the grandmother received a telephone from a man asking for an escort, she told the 
man, “I’m sorry, sir, but we have gone out of business.” Very quickly, the escort service changed 
its telephone number. 

••• 

Problem-Solving: Strapless Gowns 

When Jerry Spinelli, author of the Newbery Medal-winning Maniac Magee, made plans to attend 
his ninth-grade prom, the girls were angry because they were not allowed to wear strapless 
gowns. They held a meeting with the principal, but they were still not allowed to wear strapless 
gowns. What can the girls do to wear strapless gowns at the prom even though the authorities say 
that they aren’t allowed to? 

Problem-Solving: Strapless Gowns 

Solution(s) 

Each girl carried a pair of scissors in her purse. During the prom, each girl disappeared into the 
girls’ bathroom and reappeared without straps. Because so many girls did this, the authorities 
were unable to do anything about it. 



 

Appendix A: About the Author 

It was a dark and stormy night. Suddenly a cry rang out, and on a hot summer night in 1954, 
Josephine, wife of Carl Bruce, gave birth to a boy — me. Unfortunately, this young married 
couple allowed Reuben Saturday, Josephine’s brother, to name their first-born. Reuben, aka “The 
Joker,” decided that Bruce was a nice name, so he decided to name me Bruce Bruce. I have gone 
by my middle name — David — ever since. 

Being named Bruce David Bruce hasn’t been all bad. Bank tellers remember me very quickly, so 
I don’t often have to show an ID. It can be fun in charades, also. When I was a counselor as a 
teenager at Camp Echoing Hills in Warsaw, Ohio, a fellow counselor gave the signs for “sounds 
like” and “two words,” then she pointed to a bruise on her leg twice. Bruise Bruise? Oh yeah, 
Bruce Bruce is the answer! 

Uncle Reuben, by the way, gave me a haircut when I was in kindergarten. He cut my hair short 
and shaved a small bald spot on the back of my head. My mother wouldn’t let me go to school 
until the bald spot grew out again. 

Of all my brothers and sisters (six in all), I am the only transplant to Athens, Ohio. I was born in 
Newark, Ohio, and have lived all around Southeastern Ohio. However, I moved to Athens to go 
to Ohio University and have never left.  

At Ohio U, I never could make up my mind whether to major in English or Philosophy, so I got a 
bachelor’s degree with a double major in both areas, then I added a Master of Arts degree in 
English and a Master of Arts degree in Philosophy. Yes, I have my MAMA degree. 

Currently, and for a long time to come (I eat fruits and veggies), I am spending my retirement 
writing books such as Nadia Comaneci: Perfect 10, The Funniest People in Comedy, Homer’s 
Iliad: A Retelling in Prose, and William Shakespeare’s Hamlet: A Retelling in Prose. 

By the way, my sister Brenda Kennedy writes romances such as A New Beginning and Shattered 
Dreams.  



 

Appendix B: Some Books by David Bruce (1954- ) 

Retellings of a Classic Work of Literature 

Ben Jonson’s The Alchemist: A Retelling 

Ben Jonson’s Bartholomew Fair: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s The Case is Altered: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s Catiline’s Conspiracy: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s The Devil is an Ass: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s Epicene: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s Every Man in His Humor: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s Every Man Out of His Humor: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s The Fountain of Self-Love, or Cynthia’s Revels: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s The New Inn: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s Sejanus’ Fall: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s The Staple of News: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s Volpone, or the Fox: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s Complete Plays: Retellings 

Christopher Marlowe’s Dido, Queen of Carthage: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus: Retellings of the 1604 A-Text and of the 1616 B-Text 

Christopher Marlowe’s Edward II: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s The Massacre at Paris: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s The Rich Jew of Malta: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s Tamburlaine, Parts 1 and 2: Retellings 

Dante’s Divine Comedy: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Inferno: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Purgatory: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Paradise: A Retelling in Prose  

The Famous Victories of Henry V: A Retelling 

From the Iliad to the Odyssey: A Retelling in Prose of Quintus of Smyrna’s Posthomerica 

George Peele: Five Plays Retold in Modern English 

George Peele’s The Arraignment of Paris: A Retelling  



 

George Peele’s The Battle of Alcazar: A Retelling  

George’s Peele’s David and Bathsheba, and the Tragedy of Absalom: A Retelling 

George’s Peele’s Edward I: A Retelling 

George Peele’s The Old Wives’ Tale: A Retelling 

George-A-Greene, The Pinner of Wakefield: A Retelling 

The History of King Leir: A Retelling 

Homer’s Iliad: A Retelling in Prose  

Homer’s Odyssey: A Retelling in Prose  

Jason and the Argonauts: A Retelling in Prose of Apollonius of Rhodes’ Argonautica 

The Jests of George Peele: A Retelling 

John Ford: Eight Plays Translated into Modern English 

John Ford’s The Broken Heart: A Retelling 

John Ford’s The Fancies, Chaste and Noble: A Retelling 

John Ford’s The Lady’s Trial: A Retelling 

John Ford’s The Lover’s Melancholy: A Retelling 

John Ford’s Love’s Sacrifice: A Retelling 

John Ford’s Perkin Warbeck: A Retelling 

John Ford’s The Queen: A Retelling 

John Ford’s ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore: A Retelling 

John Webster’s The White Devil: A Retelling 

King Edward III: A Retelling 

The Merry Devil of Edmonton: A Retelling 

Robert Greene’s Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay: A Retelling 

The Taming of a Shrew: A Retelling 

Tarlton’s Jests: A Retelling 

The Trojan War and Its Aftermath: Four Ancient Epic Poems 

Virgil’s Aeneid: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 5 Late Romances: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 10 Histories: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 11 Tragedies: Retellings in Prose  



 

William Shakespeare’s 12 Comedies: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 38 Plays: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry IV, aka Henry IV, Part 1: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 2 Henry IV, aka Henry IV, Part 2: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry VI, aka Henry VI, Part 1: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 2 Henry VI, aka Henry VI, Part 2: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 3 Henry VI, aka Henry VI, Part 3: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s All’s Well that Ends Well: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s As You Like It: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Comedy of Errors: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Coriolanus: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Cymbeline: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Hamlet: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Henry V: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Henry VIII: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s King John: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s King Lear: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Love’s Labor’s Lost: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Macbeth: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Merry Wives of Windsor: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Much Ado About Nothing: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Othello: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Pericles, Prince of Tyre: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Richard II: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Richard III: A Retelling in Prose  



 

William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Tempest: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Timon of Athens: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Two Gentlemen of Verona: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Two Noble Kinsmen: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale: A Retelling in Prose  

Other Fiction 

Candide’s Two Girlfriends (Adult) 

Honey Badger Goes to Hell — and Heaven 

I Want to Die — Or Fight Back 

The Erotic Adventures of Candide (Adult) 

Children’s Biography 

Nadia Comaneci: Perfect Ten 

Personal Finance 

How to Manage Your Money: A Guide for the Non-Rich 

Anecdote Collections 

250 Anecdotes About Opera 

250 Anecdotes About Religion 

250 Anecdotes About Religion: Volume 2 

250 Music Anecdotes 

Be a Work of Art: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

Boredom is Anti-Life: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

The Coolest People in Art: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in the Arts: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in Books: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in Comedy: 250 Anecdotes 



 

Create, Then Take a Break: 250 Anecdotes 

Don’t Fear the Reaper: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Art: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Comedy: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Dance: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 4: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 5: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 6: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Movies: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Neighborhoods: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Relationships: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Sports: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Sports, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Television and Radio: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Theater: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People Who Live Life: 250 Anecdotes  

The Funniest People Who Live Life, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes  

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds, Volume 1: 250 Anecdotes 

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

Maximum Cool: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Movies: 250 Anecdotes 



 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Religion: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Sports: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People Who Live Life: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People Who Live Life, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

Reality is Fabulous: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

Resist Psychic Death: 250 Anecdotes 

Seize the Day: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

Discussion Guide Series 

Dante’s Inferno: A Discussion Guide  

Dante’s Paradise: A Discussion Guide 

Dante’s Purgatory: A Discussion Guide 

Forrest Carter’s The Education of Little Tree: A Discussion Guide 

Homer’s Iliad: A Discussion Guide 

Homer’s Odyssey: A Discussion Guide 

Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice: A Discussion Guide 

Jerry Spinelli’s Maniac Magee: A Discussion Guide 

Jerry Spinelli’s Stargirl: A Discussion Guide 

Jonathan Swift’s “A Modest Proposal”: A Discussion Guide 

Lloyd Alexander’s The Black Cauldron: A Discussion Guide 

Lloyd Alexander’s The Book of Three: A Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s Adventures of Huckleberry Finn: A Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s The Adventures of Tom Sawyer: A Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court: A Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s The Prince and the Pauper: A Discussion Guide 

Nancy Garden’s Annie on My Mind: A Discussion Guide 

Nicholas Sparks’ A Walk to Remember: A Discussion Guide 

Virgil’s Aeneid: A Discussion Guide 



 

Virgil’s “The Fall of Troy”: A Discussion Guide 

Voltaire’s Candide: A Discussion Guide 

William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry IV: A Discussion Guide 

William Shakespeare’s Macbeth: A Discussion Guide 

William Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream: A Discussion Guide 

William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet: A Discussion Guide 

William Sleator’s Oddballs: A Discussion Guide 

Author: Free Downloads for Teachers & Students 

Free Mark Twain Anecdotes: Large Print Edition 

How to Manage Your Money: A Guide for the Non-Rich 

How Do I Write a Resume, List of References, and Cover Letter? 

How Can I Write My Own Anecdote Books? 

How Do I Write Humor and Satire? 

Teaching Problem-Solving: A Fun Activity 

How to Teach the Autobiographical Essay Composition Project 

Composition Project: Writing an Argument Paper 

Composition Project: Writing an Autobiographical Essay 

Composition Project: Writing an Evaluation/Review 

Composition Project: Writing A Manual 

Composition Project: Writing an On-the-Job-Writing Interview Report 

Composition Project: Writing a Famous Plagiarist Report 

Composition Project: Writing a Problem-Solving Letter 

Composition Project: Writing a Progress Report 

Composition Project: Writing a Proposal for a Long Project 

Composition Project: Writing a Resume, List of References, and Job-Application Letter 

Composition Project: Writing a Set of Instructions 

Free Writing Handouts 

Free Writing Handouts with Anecdotes 

Free Writing Handouts with Anecdotes, Volume 2 

Free Writing Handouts with Anecdotes, Volume 3 



 

Writing Tips: How to Write Easier and Better 
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